More than 200 academic programs

- Accounting, minor
- African Studies, BA & minor
- Anthropology, BA & minor
- Applied Mathematics & Statistics, BS & minor
- Art History & Criticism, BA & minor
- Art, Studio, BA & minor
- Asian & American Studies, BA & minor
- Astronomy/Planetary Sciences, BS & minor
- Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences, BS
- Biochemistry, BS
- Bioengineering, minor
- Biology, BA, BS & minor
- Biometrics, minor
- Biomedical Engineering, BE
- Business Management, BS
- Chemical & Molecular Engineering, BE
- Chemistry, BS, BA & minor
- China Studies, minor
- Civil Engineering, BE
- Classics, minor
- Clinical Laboratory Sciences, BS
- Coastal Environmental Studies, BS & minor
- Computer Engineering, BE & BS & minor
- Computer Science, BS & BS & minor
- Creative Writing & Literature, BFA & minor
- Digital Arts, minor
- Earth & Space Sciences, BA
- Economics, BA
- Ecosystems & Human Impact, BA & minor
- Electrical Engineering, BS & BS & minor
- Electrical Engineering Online, BS
- Energy Science, Technology & Policy, minor
- Engineering Majors: See alphabetical listings for Biomedical Engineering, Chemical & Molecular Engineering, Civil Engineering, Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Engineering Science, Mechanical Engineering
- Engineering Chemistry, BS
- Engineering Composites, minor
- Engineering Science, BE
- Engineering & Technology Entrepreneurship, minor
- English, BA & minor
- Environmental Design, Policy & Planning, BA & minor
- Environmental Engineering, minor
- Environmental Humanities, BA & minor
- Environmental Studies, BA & minor
- Ethnomusicology, minor
- Film & Screen Studies, minor
- Filmmaking, minor
- French Language & Literature, BA & minor
- Geology, BS & minor
- Geospatial Science, minor
- Globalization Studies & International Relations, BA
- Health, Medicine and Society, minor
- Health Science, BS
- Health & Wellness, minor
- Hellenic Studies, minor
- History, BA & minor
- History of Health, Science & the Environment, minor
- Human Evolutionary Biology, BS
- Information Systems, BS & minor
- International Studies, minor
- Italian American Studies, minor
- Italian Studies, BA & minor
- Japanese Studies, minor
- Jazz Music, minor
- Journalism, BA & minor
- Judaic Studies, minor
- Korean Studies, minor
- Latin American & Caribbean Studies, minor
- Leadership Development, minor
- Linguistics, BA & BS & minor
- Manufacturing Engineering, minor
- Marine Sciences, BS & minor
- Marine Vertebrate Biology, BS
- Materials Science, minor
- Mathematics, BS & minor
- Mechanical Engineering, BE & BS & minor
- Media Arts, minor
- Middle Eastern Studies, minor
- Multidisciplinary Studies, BS
- Music, BA & minor (audition required)
- Music & Technology, minor
- Music Theory, minor
- Nanotechnology Studies, minor
- Nursing, BS (upper-division only)
- Optics, minor
- Philosophy, BA & minor
- Physics, BS & minor
- Political Science, BA & minor
- Polysomnographic Technology, BS
- Professional Writing, minor
- Psychology, BS, BA
- Religious Studies, minor
- Respiratory Care, BS
- Russian Studies, minor
- Social Work, BS (upper-division only)
- Sociology, BA
- South Asian Studies, minor
- Spanish Language & Literature, BA & minor
- Sustainability Studies, BA & minor
- Technological Systems Management, BS & minor
- Theatre Arts, minor
- Women’s & Gender Studies, BA & minor
- Writing, minor

PRE-MED/PRE-LAW
Knowledgeable pre-med and pre-law advisors provide guidance to undergraduates majoring in any discipline. Students seeking entrance to medical and law schools may select any major.

UNDERGRADUATE SECONDARY TEACHER PREPARATION
(Accredited by NCA&TED)
- Biology
- Chemistry
- Chinese
- Classics
- Computer Science
- Economics
- English
- French
- Geology
- German
- History
- Italian
- Japanese
- Latin
- Mathematics

COMBINED-DEGREE PROGRAMS
Stony Brook offers a number of combined-degree programs. Use graduate credits toward your undergraduate degree and complete both degrees in five years.

PROGRAMS FOR SCHOLARS
Stony Brook is committed to recognizing and rewarding excellence in all areas of learning and research. Visit stonybrook.edu/scholars for a complete listing of programs for scholars and available scholarships.
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